Abstract. The pre-and post-peak performance features of two widely used damage-plasticity constitutive formulations are assessed for modeling the multiaxial response behavior of pressure sensitive quasi-brittle materials such as concrete. Two benchmark problems have been solved using commercial software packages; ABAQUS which implements the two invariant LeeFenves damaged plasticity formulation as its main feature for concrete has been used along with LS-DYNA which is using Duvaut-Lion damage and plasticity model, a three invariant formulation. In order to have consistent results, the parameter identification and calibration for both models has been performed and response of both models has been compared to each other under uniaxial tension and compression. The two benchmark problem are triaxial compression CTC and triaxial tension CTE. The aim of this study is to observe the difference between two well-known material models in capturing the compaction to extension regime in the yielded material. The difference between the response of each material model and also the efficiency of input parameters in controlling of this transition has been studied in this paper. Based on these failure diagnostics, the main shortcomings of each formulation are discussed and possible enhancements and remedies are proposed for the pre-and post-peak feature.
introduction
The usage of commercial packages is world wide and they have many applications in the he computational mechanics. Between these packages, for sure, ABAQUS [1] and LS-DYNA [2] have more interest than others. Since different material models are developed in these packages for same material like concrete, it is necessary to compare them together and see how the user can get similar results with implementing some parameters. This can help them to use material models widely and in different cases and situations. Many concrete material models have been developed and implemented in these packages. Damage and plasticity are two important features where users are looking for them in order to use concrete material models. In ABAQUS, concrete damaged plasticity model (CDP) [3, 4] , is widely used among researchers [5] [6] [7] [8] . The constitutive formulation of this material model is reviewed in the following sections. Many concrete material models are available in LS-DYNA where they consider damage and plasticity [9] . Karagozian and Case model (concrete damage model, MAT-72) [10] , the Riedel-Hiermaier-Thoma model (RHT, MAT-272) [11, 12] , the Brannon-Fossum model (BF1) [13] , and Continuous surface cap model (CSCM, MAT-159) [14] are some of those. Among them, MAT-159 has many applications in the literature [15, 16] , because this material uses two parameters including uniaxial compressive strength and maximum size of aggregate in the simplest version for concrete structures, while other materials need many inputs. This material model uses the Duvaut-Lions formulation [17] and its constitutive model will be addressed in the section 3 of this paper. As a result, these two material models in ABAQUS and LS-DYNA have been selected and their behavior is compared together. It is tried to find a way to make their behavior closer to each other with implementing a parameter study. For this, their behavior is compared in uniaxial compression test, uniaxial tension test. Later on, with adopted parameters, the behavior of these material models is investigated in case of triaxial compression test (CTC), triaxial extension test (CTE) and bi-axial compression test. These tests can be also done experimentally as Kupfer et.al [18] . In order to compare the with the experimental results, one option to observe a more general localized behavior of concrete under different levels of confinement, full field measurment techniques like digital image correlation (DIC) method can be utilized [19] [20] [21] [22] . A remarkable feature that can be pointed out about post processing of digital image correlation system is their feasibility in being implemented in expert systems. Champiri et al [23, 24] developed some expert systems for concrete structures and structural health monitoring with developing a fuzzy method. The parameter study is conducted in section 4 and the most efficient parameters are selected for performing different tests. Also it is noted that each material model has some deficiencies as well as some advantages in some points. Some concluding remarks are investigated in section 5.
Concrete Damaged Plasticity model
In this model, the admissible stress state has the condition of [4] :
In which, f t = f t (κ t ), f c = f c (κ c ) are tensile and comressive uniaxial strengths which are written as functions of damage parameter respectively. By rearranging uniaxial strength values as function of scalar degradation, the relation between the effective strength and strength is as follow:
The damage variable in CDP model is defined as scalar quantity which is different in compression and tension [3] . the uniaxial version of this parameter is defined as follow:
Here, g χ = ∞ 0 σ χ (ε p )dε p is called dissipated energy density per unit volume. This quantity has been obtained by regularization of fracture energy in tensile and compressive state (G χ ) with respect to characteristic element size (l χ ) as g χ = G χ /l χ . the relation between stress an strain is written as follow:
In which, a χ , b χ are constants. The relation between degradation and plastic strain is written as:
By taking into account degradation, the effective stress is calculated as follow:
By combining eq. ( 4 ), (6) with eq. ( 5), we have:
By eq. (8) and (3), the damage evolution law in the uniaxial test is obtained by:
For the case of compressive stress, a damage value of κ c has been assumed when compressive stress is at its peak which gives corresponding degradation value of D c as an input parameter for the material model which will be discussed in following. By putting this damage value into eq. refeq s tress2 , we will have following:
Since D c is measured from experiment, we can obtain d c /b c by equation:
In the case of tensile loading, since the stress diagram is descending from the beginning of plastification, a tensile degradation value D t will be considered at the point where stress value is half of the value of tensile strength (σ t = f t0 /2)). for this case, we have:
Material 159
The yield function for this material model reads as [14] :
in which,F f (I 1 ), F c (I 1 , κ), (J 2 , J 3 ) are functions which are taking into shear surface, cap region and Rubin scaling factor [25] , respectively.
By Definition:
Q 1 and Q 2 are the parameters which determine the yield surface parameters that we want to fit. As a generalized form:
In formulation for material 159, the softening is modeled using damage formulation for tensile and in the case of compression with moderate confinement. It means that the softening is not activated unless damage formulation is activated. Unlike CDP model, in which, damage parameter had indirect effect on softening behavior, in material 159, softening behavior and stiffness degradation (modulus reduction) are in direct correlation with each other. The scalar damage parameter is categorized into two different categories: brittle damage, which happens when stress state is tensile and ductile damage, in which, the stress state is compressive. The ductile and brittle damage evolution functions, are as follow:
In which, d is scalar damage parameter, τ b , τ d are strain energy corresponding to current strain state and r 0b , r 0d are initial damage threshold for brittle and ductile damage,respectively. A, B, C, D are softening parameters for compression (A, B) and tension (C, D), respectively. d max is maximum damage parameter which can be defined. (recommended to take d max < 1 and is usually taken d max > 0.99). The fracture energy is calculated from the following:
in which, u 0 is displacement corresponding to the peak strength value. By putting eq. (22) into eq. (24), relationship between fracture energy and softening parameters for brittle damage is calculated as follow:
based on eq. (25), a parameter reduction can be done by eliminating parameter C from the brittle damage evolution eq. (22):
parameter reduction for ductile damage is obtained from following equation:
In which,
. The integral for equation above doesn't have closed form solution. It is calculated numerically and the value is shown as dilog. By re-arranging eq. (27), the parameter A is obtained as following:
Based on equations above after parameter reduction, the parameter that determines compressive behavior of concrete in the post peak regime, in addition to compressive fracture energy is B. Similarly, The parameter which shapes the post peak behavior of concrete under tensile loading condition, is D along with tensile fracture energy. The discussion about these parameters and values of each parameter are shown in the next section.
Since finding analytical equivalence of each parameter is a very complicated task and needs a big amount of energy and time, here, the CDP parameters are calculated based on their numerical counter parts as used in material 159. The set of inputs for material are as shown in table 1. The set of parameters which are necessary to define a stress-strain curve and its compatible damage evolution law is mentioned in table 2.The material model has been assigned to a single cube element with displacement boundary conditions at one top side and symmetric boundary conditions in two perpendicular sides. the roller supports restraining bottom of the element from moving along load direction has been applied to the model. The analysis has been implemented in both packages in the case of uniaxial compression and tension and the results are compared in terms of stress vs strain, stress vs volumetric strain and damage evolution with respect to plastic strain as shown in figures 1 -6 The results of figs. 1-3 show that the models can be compatible with each other and give the same results in the case of uniaxial compression if the aim is to achieve identical stress vs. strain response in addition to observe same damage values and its corresponding plastic strain. However, it is clearly shown that lateral strains are not equal to each other in these two models. Because of using associate flow rule in material 159, it is expected to observe higher value of lateral expansion in this material which has been confirmed with the analysis results. The following figures are behavior of two material models under uniaxial tension: After parameter matching of two material models in uniaxial tension and compression, some modelings have been done and comparisons are made for different load cases and the difference between response of material models has been discussed. The main focus of this section is on triaxial expansion vs triaxial compression behavior which are called CTE, CTC. The load path of CTE and CTC in I 1 − J 2 space is similar to each other but the direction is opposite ton each other. both are moving along the I 1 axis direction but CTE is moving towards most tensile point and CTC moves towards the most compressive point. The results of CTE has been shown in figures 7,8. Based on triaxial confined loading scenario, a tremendous increasing of compressive strength has been observed in both models as show in fig. 9 . In fact, according to expectation, no plastification has been observed in CDP model, which is based on an uncapped version of Drucker-Prager like behavior. Plastification has been observed in material 159 but like CDP, no damage was observed in the material. The results of compression under equibiaxial constant confining pressure for two material models have been obtained and compared in figures 10-12. As an example of higher level of confinement, some modelings have been done when the model undergoes an equibiaxial confinement of 1 2 f c prior to loading in he main axial direction. the results and comparisons are illustrated in figures 13-15. It can be observed from fig. 13 that the prediction of two models from biaxial behavior is different from each other while they are calibrated to each other in case of uniaxial loading condition. Since for both models, the shear is defined as an straight line, a parameter cannot be defined in order to match behavior of both models in three cases of loading (uni tension, uni compression and compression under low level of confinement). By looking at fig. 14, we can understand that even in the case of moderate confinements, a compaction to dilation behavior happens in material 159, while the behavior of CDP model is only compaction regime. It indicates the importance of considering non-associaticity in realistic modeling of material behavior. Being able to choose dilation angle, gives constitutive model the ability of performing more realistic and more complex modelings. It is also observed that in the higher levels of confinement, level of damage in models which associate damage with strength degradation is lower than the decoupled models due to lower amount of softening in material behavior. 
Conclusions and Remarks
This paper has critically looked at two well known concrete material models (Lee-Fenves, Duvaut-Lion) which are implemented in two most widely used FEA software packages among researchers (ABAQUS, LS-DYNA, respectively) from a practical point of view to give general insights into modeling strategies to help reader choose a proper material model based on abilities and limitations of each model by emphasizing on difference between response of these material models under more complex loading paths, while their response under simple loading histories are identical to each other by choosing proper parameters. The models have been compared to each other initially under uniaxial compression and tension and after calibrating parameter values together, response of models in the cases of CTE, CTC and confined compression under low and high confining pressure has been obtained and compared to each other. It has been observed that even in the case of uniaxial compression, there is a difference in dilatant behavior of models. The reason for that is CDP model uses a non-associate flow rule which can control the dilatation of response, while material 159 uses associate flow rule and it has been observe clearly that the volumetric strain is higher under associate flow condition which might not be a realistic response. Under CTE condition, since both models are using a linear function for frictional area in (I 1 − J 2 ) space, it is clear that none of the models are able to incorporate tiraxial extension strength as an independent material parameter. It can be solved by choosing a hyperbolic regime for shear regime that is asymptotic to linear curve in by moving towards compressive region in (I 1 − J 2 ) space. The behavior of two models in CTC conditions shows that proper cap behavior of CDP model can avoid linear elastic behavior in very high stress values. In addition, since for both material behaviors, the value of damage remains zero, which requires further analysis to find out how realistic is this value. It can be concluded from the confined load cases that under this condition, the peak value that both material models are giving has a small difference in addition to dramatically different behavior in transition from compaction to expansion behavior in all cases of compressive loading.
